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If you’ve made it this far, hopefully we’re (at least somewhat) on the same page. And if so, you
may be wondering about what these EIGHT streams might actually consist of. Well, while there’s
no perfect blueprint for what these income streams should be, here are some of the most
common types of streams:


Earned Income – This is your day job and most people’s primary source of income.
this one’s easy to understand and most people’s primary source of income. You trade
your time for money.



Business Income – You own a business. You either make and sell something, or you
provide a service. Reallocation of “Dead Equity” of business or personal real estate
properties may generate serious income & enhanced revenue streams.



Interest Income – This is income you make from lending your money out. This might
mean a CD, P2P lending, real estate crowdfunding, funding fix-and-flip debt deals, or
simply money in a savings account, joint venture & limited partnerships are popular.



Dividend Income – This is money that’s distributed as a result of owning shares of a
company.



Rental Income – You own something, and you rent it out. Probably the most common
is owning a rental property, such as a multifamily apartment building (renting
apartments in exchange for monthly payments).



Capital Gains – This is money earned when you sell an investment, like stocks.



Royalties / Licensing – You create a product, idea, or process, and you let someone
use it. They pay you a small fee every time they do.



Affiliate & Franchise – Here we have generated your own pathway to become “SelfFunder” independently wealthy as entrepreneurs without any geographical boundaries.

If you’re curious about my own streams of income, I encourage you to check out our…..
INTRODUCING MASTER SIX FIGURE CLUB NEWSLETTER INCOME REPORT (Open Links
below) for an in-depth look. For now, though, I will tell you that I’m currently at THIRTY PLUS
income streams, beginning with my day job as a MASTER FACILITATOR &
BUSINESS/PERSONAL FINANCIAL MENTOR, and ranging from FOUR HORSEMEN
Entertainment Group (Movie, Television Programing, Music & Digital Content and delivery
systems to owning about (12) individual business enterprises, and add to this marketing &
income producing system (blog.) Ultimately, having these multiple streams of income has proven
to be invaluable to me–not only because of monetary value but because they allow me to live the

life I want, and I feel I have a hedge against whatever the future might throw at me. Combined…
I have my own INCOME RIVERS OF WEALTH…. And you could too!
For the average millionaire, eight sources of income may be the sweet spot. But given my own
experience, I believe that eight may not be enough.
How about you? How many sources of income do you have? Any desire to add more? If so, what
are you doing about it?

Simply….

Contact Us

Below are examples of the multiple income streams & rivers…. SO….. you may become our next BENEFICIARY!!!

Here’s How Your Income Streams Create Very Serious Income Rivers of WEALTH!

* You will want to OPEN these → → →
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What is Passive Income?

1

The term “passive income” gets thrown around a lot these days. Every online guru claims to
have the secret to making millions in your sleep. But the fact is, “passive income” is not always
easy to achieve and is actually a pretty loosely defined term. It can be different depending on
who you ask and at what time of day.
For example, a quick internet search turns up the following definitions:

“Passive income is an income received on a regular basis, with little effort required to maintain
it.” – Wikipedia
“It’s all about working hard now so you can reap the benefits later.” – Pat Flynn,
Smartpassiveincome.com
“A passive income stream is one where, once you’ve done the initial investment, there’s little or
no upkeep to that investment required to maintain the income stream.” – The Simple Dollar
While I believe each of these definitions has a place, let me begin by giving you my own
definition.
For me, passive income is income that is not proportional to the time you physically put into
acquiring it. In other words, “time in” does not equal “money out.” Put even more simply, you
eventually get more than you put in.
Income that is not proportional to the time you physically put into acquiring it.
With all the different forms of passive income, this definition serves as a way to measure
whether a certain method is worth my time. When in doubt, I simply put it up against this last
statement to see if it fits the criteria.
Now, I'm a realist. I realize nothing in this world is handed to you. I know that creating streams
of passive income is neither easy nor immediate. None of this is a “get-rich-quick scheme”
(unfortunately). It takes time, smarts, and guts, but the payoff is well worth the investment.
How do I know this? Because I've met people who've achieved this. Strangely, however, almost
none of those people were medical doctors. As an entrepreneur seeking the best methods of
passive income, this is a gap I’m actively (for over 45 years) attempting to bridge for myself
and others. Ultimately, it's all about the freedom to do what you want with your time.
When I seek these methods of passive income, I’m looking for reliable streams that pay out on a
monthly, quarterly, or yearly basis. That way I can begin to replace part of my own income
immediately. . (To see what some of these ideas are, see my blog post on.) Wouldn’t life be so
much better if we also had some additional, consistent streams of income? More money is great,
but the real value here is that it would take some of the pressure off of us. It might free up some
of our time. Even better, it would probably help us enjoy our day jobs more.
You see, I am on the path to a very gradual retirement. I’m not looking at a date thirty years
from now and saying, “Boy, can’t wait to get there and begin enjoying my life!” Quite the
contrary–I’ve committed a good amount of time to help others “ARRIVE,” and I’d like to continue
my mission of helping as many as I can join the “Inner Circle of WEALTH.” But I also want to
have more flexibility in life. I want to be able to spend more time with my family and have time
to pursue other interests.
Ultimately, passive income is best described as a tool rather than a scheme. It isn’t about
quitting your day job so you can enjoy life, it’s about giving you the freedom to enjoy your first

passion – helping others – more fully. It can provide a work/life balance that most people in this
day in age only dream of.
So, let me hear it from you. Are you interested in passive income? Do you have your
own definition for it? Feel free to share.
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